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Eniram helps La Méridionale save fuel

Digital energy management technology from Eniram, a Wärtsilä company, has cut fuel consumption on La Méridionale’s ro-pax ferry Piana by 2% in just one year. Eniram Trim and Speed solutions have also decreased Piana’s exhaust emissions on her route between Marseille and Corsica in France. They will now be implemented on the rest of La Méridionale’s fleet.

FarSounder helps IHO improve cruise ship safety

FarSounder has become the first forward-looking sonar technology company to be registered as a trusted node for the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) Data Centre for Digital Bathymetry database, hosted by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

The IHO’s Sonar Data Collection Programme has been extended to all FarSounder-500 and FarSounder-1000 users. Ships participating in this programme are supplied with an external USB drive, which records raw sonar data as they sail in remote regions of the world. If the user permits it, this data is shared with the IHO to help ships navigate waterways safely.

Trasmediterránea to deploy Carus ePOS

Carus is to implement its electronic point-of-sale (ePOS) system to streamline onboard retail and hospitality management processes across Trasmediterránea’s ferry fleet, following a successful pilot on Ciudad de Ibiza.

“We have put our knowledge and experience into building the best-in-class hotel management system for ferry and cruise in the market,” said Juan Manuel Caballero, CIO and CTO of Trasmediterránea. “We’ve spent more than one year working with Carus in order to have a smart POS and hotel management system that can cover the full passenger travel experience. Carus ePOS allows us to manage our passengers’ needs from a 360-degree view.”
How Chelsom designs marine lighting

John Hadley, marine director at Chelsom, gives an insight into the important factors to consider when creating light installations for ships.

The interior designers who create the spectacular interiors of today’s ships are real specialists in their field. They have an overall brief to create something extravagant, breath-taking, original and awe-inspiring, so ‘subtle’ and ‘understated’ are rarely design watchwords.

As a designer, Chelsom must interpret the interior concepts that the designer has created to ensure that our lighting products fit with the overall theme of the space. However, we must also ensure that our lighting products function perfectly within the marine environment. Components should not vibrate or sway in rough weather, or weigh too much.

Plus, installation and maintenance methods must be as simple as possible. In guest cabins, space is often a driving feature, so we must scale down individual components while still maintaining luxurious and welcoming ambient lighting. Switching and dimming options are also usually essential.

Lighting technology is playing an ever-increasing role in cruise interiors. Energy-saving light sources are mandatory, but colours, easily controlled dimming and remote switching are all growing more important too. We work as part of the team of marine experts to bring all the lighting requirements to fruition.
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